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Preamble 
 
The cooperation between Ukraine and Romania in the energy sector has 
improved only recently. And while the political relations are still cold, the 
energy companies have found a common language and successfully started 
implementing new projects. Both countries went similar ways in 
establishing internal energy markets- especially concerning gas, oil, coal 
and electricity industries. 
 
Therefore, it is an interesting and necessary endeavor to compare the 
current state of the relations between Ukraine and Romania and to assess 
the prospects of existing areas of cooperation, formulating new goals.  
 
The report is part of the project Romania-Ukraine Civic Forum in Bucharest 
(May 2012) organized by The Romanian Center for European Policies, 
together with the Institute of World Policy (Ukraine). 
 
Moreover, not less informative and essential for assessing the energy 
picture between Kyiv and Bucharest is that the history of the energy sector 
of Ukraine and Romania is quite similar –from times of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire (60-90 years of XIX century) and then within the socialist 
camp (40-80 years of XX century). 
 
Twenty years since the collapse of the Soviet Union have been similar for 
Romania and Ukraine in terms of energy development. In both states,in the 
90's and the first half of the 2000s, privatization of oil, gas, petroleum and 
coal industries took place. The first 10 years after the collapse of the 
"socialist camp" were marked with decrease in gas, oil and coal production 
as well as decline of power production. 
 
Romania, as of 1991, extracted 11 million tons of oil, 35 billion cubic meters 
of gas and 61 million tons of coal.  
 
Ukraine in 1991 extracted - 5 million tons of oil, natural gas - 35 billion 
cubic meters and coal - 190 million tons.  
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As of 2011, Romania extracted 4 million tons of oil, 11 billion cubic meters 
of gas and 35 million tons of coal.  
 
Ukraine in 2011 extracted 2.5 million tons of oil, 20 billion cubic meters of 
natural gas and 81 million of coal(8. Interfax Ukraine, 15.05.2012). (9. 
UkrainskiNovyny, 23.03.2012). 
 
 
Table 1: energy production in 1991 and 2011 
 

 1991 2011 
 Romania Ukraine Romania Ukraine 

Natural Gas, 
bln. of cubic 
meters 

35 35 11 20 

Coal, mln. of 
tons 

61 190 35 81 

Oil, mln. tons 11 5 4 2,5 

 
 
As the statistical data shows (see Table 1), both Ukraine and Romania have 
significantly reduced their energy independence as the production of 
energy from their own resources contracted almost by half. On the other 
hand, by 2011 the countries have passed the crisis stage in the energy 
sector and managed to achieve certain level of stabilization as well as to 
secure some intermediate achievements. 
 
Today, Kyiv and Bucharest are focusing on the development of almost 
identical energy areas. First of all, we are talking about increasing the 
production of conventional oil and gas, exploration of unconventional gas 
from shale and tight rocks and the exploration of the Black Sea shelf (1).  
 
So, at first glance, it appears that the two countries are very different in the 
general political and economic dimensions, but they share many similarities 
within the energy sector. All of these allow them to exchange experience 
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and develop common projects in the energy area and shape energy policy 
in Central and Eastern Europe. 
 
Disclaimer: The report is part of the project Romania-Ukraine Civic Forum in 

Bucharest (May 2012) organized by The Romanian Center for European Policies, 
together with the Institute of World Policy (Ukraine) 

 
1.Assessment of the past– a view of the past 
 
1.1 Ukraine: the historical perspective 
 
In Ukraine, the development of oil and gas industry started quite a long 
time ago. In 1864, all Carpathian fields (modern Lviv and Ivano-Frankivsk 
region) produced  two tons of oil, and two years later, in 1886, reached 29 
thousand tons. The highest level of oil production was registered in 1909 
with more than two million tons. At that point, it was more than 5% of total 
world oil production. In the 1870sthe gas industry was established. In the 
first decade of the 20th century,in the Ciscarpathian region, gas reserves 
were discovered but the commercial operation began only in 1924. 
 
Today, oil and gas reserves are concentrated in three regions of Ukraine. 
The primary is the Dnieper-Donetsk oil and gas-bearingregion, 
Ciscarpathianregion, and Black Sea-Crimean oil and gas province covering 
the Black and Azov Seas. From the mid 50's to mid-70's gas production 
grew steadily and its maximum level of production accounted for 68.7 
billion cubic meters in 1975. 
 
A significant part of the energy balance of Ukraine is made up by  coal, 
industrial stocksconcentrated in the Donetsk andLviv-Volyn basin. In 1913, 
in Tsarist Russia about 29 million tons of coal were produced. A large share, 
25 million tons, were extracted in Donbas. 
 
Ukraine has the largest coal reserves for fuel and raw materials in Eastern 
Europe. In Ukraine, there were 248 mines. Currently in Donbas, 225 mines 
are in operation and about 91% of coal is produced here.  
 
1.2.Romania: the history of an “energetic”coalprduction 
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Romania has the largest deposits of coal located in the Southern 
Carpathians, in Petrosani, Reșițaand Sirinia basins. In the mid-19th century, 
Romania improved coal mine production and increased extraction of 
natural resources. ValeaJiuluihad become one of the major coal basins in 
Austria-Hungary’s Empire. 
 
Romania was the first country in which oil was represented in the global 
statistics of 1857 and 1858. In 1857, its first refinery in Ploiesti has started 
operation with a capacity of 2,700 tons/year, supplying kerosene for the 
operations in Bucharest. In 1912, oil production in Romania reaches 
approximately 1.9 million tons and in 1936 - 8.7 million. As well, an increase 
of natural gas production was observed (more than 2 billion cubic meters in 
1938). 
 
The highest level of oil extraction between the two world wars was marked 
in 1936 - 8.7 million tons. In 1972, the production reached 14.8 million 
tons. 
 
Industrial coal mining in Romania began in the late 19th century. Coal is 
extracted in the Petrosani (ValeaJiului, 96% coking coal) and Anina basins, 
lignite and brown coal - on the fields of Ciscarpathian region and in 
Oltenia’sbasin. A total of 42 mines are now in operation. 
 
We could notice that historically,the energy sectors in Ukraine and Romania 
were quite similar and have had the similar way of development from the 
mid-19th century topresent times. This suggests that the future 
development of energy sector in both countries may even be mirrored. 
Thus, it gives grounds for further cooperation in this field to avoid similar 
mistakes and joint efforts to save time and resources. 
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2.Assessment of the current stage – a view of the present 
 
It is important to look closely into every aspect of modern energy dialogue 
between Ukraine and Romania, butone should keep a special focus onthe 
current achievements and future prospects. 
 
2.1. Kyiv and Bucharest are first of all united by longstanding cooperation 
on gas issues 
 
The two countries cover the transit of Russian natural gas to Romania and 
then to Bulgaria, Turkey and the Balkan Peninsula. 
 
In the historical context, transit has held a crucial role for both countries 
despite the fact that the volume of natural gas, which the Russian 
"Gazprom"currently transports through Ukraine to Romania, is only 3 
billion cubic meters. However, at this stage, without this volume of gas, 
Romania cannot ensure its energy balance. Therefore, Ukraine does play a 
role for the energy stability in Romania. 
 
Moreover, there are talks about increasing the transit of gas through 
Ukraine to Romania to 4 billion cubic meters per year. The national gas 
company Romgaz will continue to conduct negotiations with "Gazprom", to 
reduce the gas prices. This will allow Romania to buy more Russian gas for 
its needs. It is due to high gas prices around $ 450 per 1,000 cubic meters, 
as of 2012,Romania is considering the option of producing own 
electricityinstead of purchasing Russian gas (2). 
 
2.2.The market of petroleum products - another promising perspective for 
theenergy cooperation between Ukraine and Romania  
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In this area, both countries are taking their first steps; however, in the last 
two years they have already achieved significant results. The cooperation in 
the field has been supported by the fact that Romania has upgraded 
itsrefineriesto produce gasoline of the Euro-4 and Euro-5 standard. 
 
Today, three out of nine Romanian oil refineries with a total capacity of 27 
million tons, are working with the capacity of 15.5 million tons per year: 
Petromidia, Petrotel and Petrobrazi. The total consumption of petroleum 
products in Romania is 15 million tons. 
 
Overall, on the oil market in Romania there isArpechim Refinery (Petrom-
owned Austrian company OMV) with the capacity of 3.5 million tons 
annually but it is out of operation. Petrom owns 540 filling stations in 
Romania and 270 filling stations in Moldova, Bulgaria and Serbia. The 
Romanian government has declared the availability to buy from Petrom 
group the Arpechim Refinery plant. 
 
The Astra Refinery (Interagro) with the capacity of 1.5 million tons per year 
is also out of exploitation. 377 million dollars were invested in the 
project.Suplacu de Barcau Refinery (Petrom-owned Austrian OMV), having 
a capacity of 1 million tons annually is not operating as well. 
 
Fuel is not produced also at RAFO Onesti Refinery (owned by Jacob 
Holdovskyi, Russian businessman, the former head of the company "Sibur") 
with a capacity of 3.5 million tons; The 330 million euros planned for its 
development were never invested. 
 
The same is valid for SteauaRomană Campina Refinery (Omnimpex 
Chemicals), with the capacity of one million tons. 
 
Finally, the last plant out of work is Vega Ploiesti Refinery (Rompetrol - 
belongs Kazakhstan "Kazmunaigaz") with a capacity of 1.5 million tons. 
 
The three plants that are working are: Petrobrazi Refinery (Petrom), with 
the capacity of 7 million tons; PetromidiaConstanţa Refinery (Rompetrol), 
with a capacity of 5 million tons; and PetrotelLUKoil Ploiesti Refinery 
(LUKOIL - owned Russian "Lukoil"), with the capacity 3.5 million. 
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Rompetrol has 1,042 filling stations in Europe (Romania, France, Spain, 
Moldova, Ukraine, Bulgaria and Georgia). As well, it controls 25% of the 
retail sale of petroleum products in Romania, 3.5% in France and 1.5% - in 
Spain. 
 
This year the Rompetrolgroup plans to complete the program of increasing 
capacity of Petromidia refinery by 5 million tons and the sale of fuel in 
Romania, France, Spain, Bulgaria, Moldova and Georgia, as well as expand 
its commercial operations in Turkey and Ukraine. 
 
Lukoil Romania controls 20% of the market, has 310 stations and 10 
petroleum bases (9. UkrainskiNovyny, 12.06.2009). 
 
In Ukraine, it is only the Kremenchug refinery, one of the six plants in the 
country, which stilloperates.  In 2012, Lisichanskiy (owner - Russian TNK-BP) 
went out of operation; in 2010 - Odessa Refinery (Lukoil);in 2002 - Kherson 
refinery (owner - Igor Eremeev, filling station «WOG»). Drohobych and 
Nadvirna refineries refine tens of thousands of tons of oil every year with 
the potential of several million tons. But, due to low level of oil refining (50-
60% of capacity) makes the operation of the plantinefficient. 
 
In 2011, Ukraine imported from Romania more than 500 thousand tons of 
light oil products, representing 20% of total imports. Generally, Ukraine’s 
imports in 2012 were amounted to 65% (7 million tons) of the needed oil. 
Thus, the share of Russia in imports of diesel fuel is 40%, Belarus - 49%. 
Share of Belarus in import of gasoline is 40%, Lithuania 22%, Romania 21% 
and Poland  3% (9. UkrainskiNovyny, 12.06.2009). 
 
In the second half of 2012,National Joint Stock Company "Naftogaz 
Ukraine" and Romanian «The Rompetrol Group NV» signed a memorandum 
of understanding between the two companies. The purpose of the 
memorandum is to start the process of cooperation between the two 
companies in the implementation of projects in the oil and gas industry, 
including the creation and development of retail stations network, 
improving the load of public facilities for handling petroleum and 
petroleum products, improving quality standards and the introduction of 
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advanced European technology marketing in the oil market in Ukraine. In 
the future, the companies hope to bring the number of stations in a joint 
project to 700 units. Rompetrol Group is present on the oil market in 
Ukraine from 2009. Group is 100% owned by the state oil and Gas Company 
of Kazakhstan "Kazmunaigaz." (10) 
 
It looks like Romania is becoming a major partner of Ukraine in this field 
that is why it is vital to develop this area of cooperation. 
 
3.The Assessment of possible cooperation – a view of the future 
 
3.1.Ukraine to buy natural gas from Romania – a promising area of 
cooperation 
 
Primarily, it is about the purchase of gas on the European stock market or 
purchase of the Russian gas that is now cheaper for Romania than for 
Ukraine. 
 
In 2012, negotiations between Ukraine and Romania about selling natural 
gas to Ukraine began for the first time. A prior arrangement to supply small 
volumes of Romanian gas to Ukraine was already in place. Most probably, if 
the agreements will be kept, one should expect not more than 1 billion 
cubic meters of gas per year. Ukraine could save for every billion of natural 
gas approximately 60 million dollars. But this also should be considered as 
progress in the development of relations between two countries. 
 
3.2.Romania to play a part in the supply of gas from Turkey to Ukraine – 
new opportunity 
 
It is known that Romania and Bulgaria have agreed to build agas 
interconnector. In this context, Ukraine may get a chance of reversing the 
supply of gas from Turkey. 
 
At this stage, there are discussions about the participation of Romania and 
Bulgaria. Romania should act as a transit country. Thus, along with 
receiving Russian gas, Ukraine will be able to diversify the channels of its 
energy supplies. Certainly, one should expect such cooperation within the 
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framework of development projects such as "Nabucco," "Trans-Anatolian” 
pipeline or one of other European projects of the "Southern Gas Corridor." 
 
 
 
 
 
3.3.Ukrainian underground storage facilities – useful for Romanian 
interests 
 
Ukraine has the Europe's largest underground gas storage facilities. The 13 
of them could fit 31 billion cubic meters of gas(11). In Romania,there are 8 
underground storage facilities with the total capacity of 2.5 billion cubic 
meters (12). Taking into account recent cold winters of 2006, 2009 and 
2012, Romania is actively considering the option to store Russian natural 
gas in Ukraine, which would amount to up to 1 billion cubic meters each 
year. 
 
3.4.Nuclear power in Romania – making use of Ukrainian experience 
 
Romania intends to build a second nuclear power plant by 2030 with the 
powercapacity of 1000 MW. Now, Romania has only one nuclear power 
plant "Cernavoda", built in the mid 1990's with two reactors with the 
wattage of 700 MW each producing 20% of all the electricity needs of the 
country. In 2015-2016, Romania plan to put into operation two more 
reactors of this nuclear power plant, also of 700 MW each, which would 
require about 4 billion Euros investment from Romanian and international 
companies, (13). It is known that Ukrainedecided to build two reactors of 
the Khmelnitsky nuclear power plant with each unit of 1000 MW. The 
project cost is estimated to $ 5 billion of which over $ 3 billion is a credit of 
the Russian "Sberbank" (9. Українські новини, 27.09.2012). 
 
Finally, in Ukraine there are 15 nuclear units and Kyiv has extensive 
experience in the use and development of nuclear energy. Therefore, 
Ukraine and Romaniahave to share experience and cooperate on these 
opportunities too. 
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3.5.Development of the Black Sea self – cooperation is needed 
 
Romania and Ukraine are actively involved in exploring and developing the 
Black Sea shelf. Romania granted the right to develop oil and gas drilling on 
the continental shelf of the Black Sea to three companies from the UK, 
Romania and the Netherlands. The consortium, which includes British 
Melrose Resources and Romanian Petromar Resources, will be drilling two 
sea areas that belong to Romania after the decision of the International 
Court of Justice in The Hague after a dispute with Ukraine(14). Dutch 
company Petro Ventures Europe explores the third section(15).Companies 
will invest 240 million dollars over the next three years in drilling 
operations. This area may have reserves of up to 40 to 100 billion cubic 
meters of gas and 10 million tons of oil. 
 
Ukraine has attracted investors to the development of “Palace structure” 
(Gazprom), Odessa, Bezimenoho and Subbotin (Lukoil), Kerch segment 
(Lukoil, DTEK) Scythian area (a pool of companies ExxonMobil, Shell, Petron 
and NAK "Nadra Ukraine") (9. UkrainskiNovyny, 05.11.2012). 
 
Given the fact that Romania has already started to work, it would be useful 
for both countries to cooperate in this direction. Moreover, it would be 
appropriate to create a joint company for working on the Black Sea shelf. 
 
3.6.Shale gas – first steps and common position 
 
British-Dutch and American companies Shell and Chevron were the winners 
of the competition for future research and development of Yuzovsky and 
Olesky oil and gas areas that allegedly have significant reserves of 
unconventional gas and, in particular, shale gas. 
 
In Romania, as it is known, the process of drilling exploratory wells for shale 
gas continues. Along with drilling first the conflicts are taking place. 
Chevron companyhalted shale gas drilling in Romania after protests. The 
region borders with Bulgaria where law prohibits shale gas exploration. 
Thus, Bulgaria has already warned Romania about the environmental risks 
of drilling near its borders. Chevron is ready to publicly provide access to all 
existent information. As a result of public pressure, Romania also had to 
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introduce a temporary ban on development of shale gas projects (9. 
UkrainskiNovyny, 05.11.2012). 
 
In Ukraine also there are some regions, where only the announcement of 
the plans to conduct exploration work has triggereddeclarations about the 
potential danger. 
 
Given the common investors and the similarobstacles standingon the way 
of - unconventional gas’s exploration, Ukraine and Romania should share 
experiences and form a common position on this issue. 
 
3.7.Construction of Liquefied natural gas terminal (LNG) – a way for closer 
cooperation 
 
The development of LNG terminals is also very challenging for both 
countries since the aim of its construction is the diversification of gas 
supplies and reduction of the dependence on Russian gas. 
 
Ukraine is currently ahead of Romania and has already developed a 
feasibility study for the construction of the terminal with a capacity of 10 
billion cubic meters (1 and 2 turn). Currently, the process of negotiations on 
the LNG continues. Toaccelerate the implementation of the project, 
Ukraine decided to build a terminal by using floating terminal with the 
capacity up to 3 billion cubic meters annually (16). 
 
Romania, as known, has not started yet specific work on the project of 
building a terminal in Constanta. There is the AGRI (Azerbaijan, Georgia, 
Romania - Interconnector) project, but, for the time being, it has not moved 
forward. In addition, Romania imports small amounts of gas and, therefore, 
it needs to seek markets for potential volumes of gas to be transported 
through Constanta. 
 
Taking this project into account, it would be Romania’s advantage to join 
forces with Ukraine in building a terminal on the territory of Ukraine. After 
then, using long-distance pipelines, gas from Ukrainian LNG-terminal could 
come to Romania and then to other EU countries 
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3.8.Caspian gas – Nabucco, South Stream or Trans – Anatolian pipeline 
interesting for both parties 
 
Ukraine supported the construction of the "trans-Caspian pipeline" under 
the Caspian Sea for gas supplies from Turkmenistan. Kyiv also expressed the 
desire to participate in the construction of "Trans-Anatolian pipeline." (17). 
 
Romania is formally participating in Russian gas project "South Stream". 
Meanwhile, Bucharest had earlier ratified the agreement on "Nabucco” gas 
pipeline. Currently, the positions of Ukraine and Romania differ but, in any 
case, all pipelines are configured to supply gas to Europe from 
Turkmenistan and Azerbaijan. And, if Ukraine and Romania would align 
their positions, thetwo countries could play an important role in the future 
of the gas supply from the Caspian region to the EU,as well as get rid of the 
dependence on Russian gas. 
 
Therefore, despite the impression of being discreet and invisible, the 
relations between Ukraine and Romaniawithin energy sector are in fact, 
quite progressive and dynamic. And, most importantly, they have a real 
prospect of development in many directions, both old and new. 
 
4.Recommendations 
 
Cooperation within the gas sector – joint venture of gas operators 
 
Taking into account the above- mentioned circumstances, thefirst 
recommendation would be the further development of a deeper 
cooperation between Romanian company Romgas and the Ukrainian 
company "Ukrtransgaz," which is the operator of gas distribution networks 
in Ukraine. 
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It is reasonable to establish a joint venture of gas operators in Ukraine and 
Romania ("Ukrtransgaz" and Romgas). The joint company is supposed to 
create a project for building an interconnector between Romania and 
Ukraine while taking as an exampleinterconnectors between all EU 
countries - Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Romania-Moldova and Romania-Bulgaria. 
 
According to our information, "UkrTransGas" officially proposed Romgas to 
develop a plan for gas supply from Romania to Ukraine by using two 
pipelines. First, the line Hust-Satu Mare (Tekovo metering station point). 
Through this pipeline, Ukraine can receive 2 billion cubic meters of gas. The 
second is a pipeline Shebelinka-Krivoi Rog-Izmail (Orlovka metering station 
point). Through this one Ukraine can receive up to 4-5 billion cubic meters 
of gas, even if its capacity is five times bigger. 
 
Today, a well-known Slovak company Eustream, completed the design of 
the Interconnector between Ukraine and Slovakia and acceptsapplications 
for the supply of gas starting from 2014. 
 
Cooperation in the oil sector – Romania to invest in Ukraine under 
favorable economic terms 
 
Creating a joint venture should be a step to organize not only the supply of 
oil but also gasoline production in Ukraine. Ukraine could assistin selling 
one of the three refineries that have favorable technical conditions 
(Kremenchug, Lisichanskiy or Odessa) to Romania. For this refinery, the 
state could create a special free economic zone or make a grace period of 
taxation for 5-10 years. 
 
Collaboration for the construction of new pipelines – working together to 
cover project’s costs 
 
Taking into account that the cost of building the “Trans-Anatolian” pipeline 
and "Nabucco-West" is estimated at 10.8 billion euros, it would be 
advisable to merge the efforts of Ukraine and Romania to participate in this 
project. Given that a part of the pipeline will pass through the territory of 
Romania, Ukraine could get gas for itself through “Trans-Anatolian” 
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pipeline and "Nabucco-West." Ukraine could also propose to the initiators 
of the pipeline its underground shelters for storage of gas during the winter 
period. 
 
Collaboration in using underground facilities – building together the 
needed facilities 
 
Given the current high gas prices and unstable conditions of cooperation 
with "Gazprom," Romania plans to expand the “fleet” of underground 
storage. Today, the capacity of Romania’s underground storage is 2.6 billion 
cubic meters and during 2014-2016 Romania has planned to build 
additional facility for 1.6 billion cubic meters. The Ukrainian companies 
involved in the design of the pipelines and storage facilities would have to 
consider and propose to Romanian side the establishment of joint 
companies for building together storage facilities. 
 
Collaboration in exploring of the Black Sea Shelf – making use of 
Ukrainian experience 
 
At present, in Romania, there is no technical possibility to carry out drilling 
at great depths starting from 100 meters. However, Ukraine can negotiate a 
lease of the equipment or performing such works if commissioned by 
Romania. Also, for Ukrainian companies, it would be profitable to 
participate in competitions for the development of areas on the Romanian 
Black Sea shelf. 
 
Collaboration for the construction of an LNG terminal – Romania should 
engage and support Ukrainian position 
 
Romania should reconsider its passive role in the AGRIproject  concerning 
the delivery of liquefied gas from Azerbaijan to EU countries Renouncing 
from AGRI and joining the project on building a terminal in Ukraine will 
allow Kyiv and Bucharest to unite other countries in the region - Hungary, 
Bulgaria, Moldova, Greece and Turkey. The formalization of this association 
will allow the establishment ofa foundation for the separate gas hub of the 
EU. So, each country could eventually buy or sell gas at the Ukrainian LNG-
terminal. 
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